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From artisan planters and masterfully crafted furniture, to sumptuous handwoven rugs 

and one of  a kind vintage accessories, kanju’s collections are imbued with the purest 

essence of  luxury. Crafted from the finest natural materials, each elegant curve and 

specially curated object is a lesson in intention and purpose.

In our own travels through Africa, we at kanju have discovered a vibrant beauty that 

dances across the endless landscape of  the continent and a sense of  connection to the 

creative spirit and cultures that is deep and raw. African luxury is a celebration of  that 

spirited beauty—a celebration of  the most poignant moments of  life and what it means 

to be human, luxuriating in the simplicity of  existence and connecting to each of  our 

senses in a vast world of  color, texture, elegance and extraordinary moments.

AFRICAN LUXURY

COME CELEBRATE WITH US.
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CELEBRATE NATURE
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In Africa, reverence for the majesty of  the natural world binds people closely to their 

surroundings and their own internal sense of  meaning. Indoor-outdoor living is a state of  

mind, a lifestyle and a physical choice of  design, where inspiration from the natural world 

fuels artists and architects to mimic it’s forms and actively celebrate its materials. 

African landscapes are some of  the most ecologically diverse and grand on the planet. 

From vast, rolling red dunes to dramatic oceanside cliffs and seemingly endless savannas, 

African luxury invites you to bring the raw, magnetic spirit of  nature into your own space 

and celebrate the inspiration that only Mother Earth can offer. From open living spaces with 

large grounds and wide vistas, to urban lofts and modern city spaces, kanju’s African luxury 

designs offer the perfect, grounding natural elements to imbue soul to the space. 
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“ Up in this air you breathed easily, drawing in a vital assurance 

and lightness of heart. In the highlands you woke up in the 

morning and thought: Here I am, where I ought to be.

Karen Blixen, Out of  Africa
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CELEBRATE TEXTURE
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Naturally organic textures have an inimitable way of  creating depth and intimacy within a space, inviting interaction and awakening our 

sense of  touch. There are few things more mesmerizing or soothing than to observe light dancing across a textured surface through the 

course of  a day, transforming with each passing hour and creating layers of  shadow. Texture has the ability to modify the temperature of  

a room, and the rugged, natural surfaces that define many of  kanju’s pieces convey a warmth that is visually palatable. Beautiful karakul 

wool fibers that tickle the toes, whimsical woven baskets, and striking clay beaded fixtures all sing with the touch of  true craftsmanship 

and perfect imperfection. 
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CELEBRATE FORM
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In Africa, ancient forms echo in modern day design with beautifully executed furniture and decorative accessories. Whether vintage 

or contemporary, kanju’s pieces are robust in structure, elegant in shape, and effortless in the way that only the highest levels of  

workmanship achieve. 

Curves, geometry, and shapes from the natural world feature prominently. The precision of  angles and juxtaposition of  weight, both 

in real terms and in the sense of  visual balance, are deeply appreciated as part of  our aesthetic. African luxury design has an intense 

appreciation for the way things exist in this world – how they are made, how they function, and how they interact with the space around 

them. You will see among kanju’s collections reclaimed, vintage items that have been converted so that the physical elements of  their 

function are turned upside down or sideways to create objects of  beauty and mystery… familiar and yet new. Through the artist’s eye, 

you’ll discern the presence of  rock formations, trees, and the elegant, bulbous forms of  water droplets or seeds. Through form, our pieces 

share a sense of  their raw inspiration, a soft reminder of  whence they came, and in that way impart a bit of  their soul.
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My designs mostly stem from simplicity of form. I’m obsessive 

about detail, both in terms of observing the world around me as 

part of my design process and in terms of how each piece is made.

Laurie Wiid Van Heerden, founder of  Wiid Designs and 
maker of  the Cork Pendants and Terra Planter

“
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CELEBRATE AUTHENTICITY
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Storytelling is an inherent part of  African life and the deepest 

heart of  humanity. Kanju partners with an array of  African artists 

and designers who explore their own history in the dignified 

and masterful pieces they create, such as master ceramicist 

Andile Dyalvane. Recipient of  many international awards 

and residencies, Dyalvane grounds his work in the concept of  

storytelling and human connection, exemplified by the exquisite 

Bhaca planters (shown right), which represent the history of  body 

scarification as a form of  ancient expression. Kanju takes pride 

in working with creators both present and past whose designs 

share deep cultural and spiritual stories in this authentic way.

 

From the physical detail and heartfelt interpretation shared 

through the hands of  a master crafter, there exists a spirit of  

warmth that we celebrate in African luxury which is the essence 

of  authenticity in the realm of  design.



True beauty is found only in authenticity. 

True luxury is the sophistication to appreciate it. 

Meg Bartos, founder of  Kanju Interiors

“
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Kanju carefully curates a wide range of  one-of-a-kind, handmade accessories that provide our clients the opportunity to piece together 

and share their own stories. Bold and timeless forms, large and small, are alive with details which beckon people to come closer 

and engage. From the rugged to the refined, kanju sources sculptural elements and objets d’art both old and new to artfully define 

contemporary interiors. Authenticity of  design through storytelling therefore gives two gifts: the unique story inherently told by each 

authentic piece, and the ability to weave a design story all your own.
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CELEBRATE SIMPLICITY
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Minimalism and restraint are where luxury finds its peak and 

purest expression, for only in the absence of  noise and clutter 

does one breathe deeply and allow the senses to truly come alive. 

Modern luxury clients demand spaces, experiences and pieces 

that transcend the busy and instead elevate them to a sense of  

purpose and grounding serenity. There is an inherent serenity to 

the kanju aesthetic, gently embracing styles and individual pieces 

that offer effortless solutions to contemporary interiors.



Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.

Leonardo DaVinci“
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CELEBRATE ELEGANCE
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As Audrey Hepburn once said, “Elegance is the only beauty that never fades.” True elegance 

has a timeless quality that inspires a sense of  refined grace and ease through thoughtfulness and 

stunning craftsmanship. At kanju, elegance exists at the intersection of  simplicity and opulence. 

It is exemplified through meticulously crafted pieces made of  the highest quality, most unique and 

exquisite materials. Elegance is never forced, but flows easily through those who are able to see 

beauty in even the smallest commodity.



Like many of  kanju’s collections, our Clay Bead Lighting 

collection allows for maximum customization, with the 

combination of  possible shapes, sizes and hand dyed colors 

seemingly limitless. Our clients enjoy the freedom to bring their 

imaginations to the table, where collaboration with our artisans 

is a truly connected and seamless experience. Whether opulent 

or understated, your own affirmation of  elegance will always 

be center stage.
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CELEBRATE AFRICAN LUXURY
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WORLD CLASS TALENT
CREATES WORLD CLASS DESIGN. 

Artisanal detail and deep knowledge of  materials and craft ensure pieces 

that both stand apart and stand the test of  time. Kanju’s creators bring 

decades of  refined skill and generations of  carefully taught, traditional 

craftsmanship to each process and every piece.
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Rawness and refinement are not opposite ends of a luxurious 

spectrum. They are two complementary features with which 

to populate a luxe environment.

Kelly Wearstler,
American Designer and Design Author

“
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AVOOVA

INDIGENUS 

CORAL & HIVE

Kanju is proud to partner with a number of  the top design brands across the African continent, often acting as the primary or the exclusive representative 

and distributor for these companies and their core product ranges across the United States and North America. Kanju consistently spends time on the 

ground and in the studio with our main brands and their designers, continually improving logistics together, working on product development, keep abreast 

of  the latest news and trends, sharing ideas and feedback from American markets, and working directly with the lead artists on custom pieces for our clients. 

Each year, these incredible brands grow their offerings and continue to innovate, and each year, we expand kanju by working with incredible new talent 

from across Africa, ensuring that kanju remains wonderfully dynamic and a truly exclusive access point to some of  the most exciting designers and design 

creativity in the world.

Beginning as a small project experimenting with the natural materials in the remote Karoo Desert, the AVOOVA 

Design House has evolved to a boutique, haute luxe artisan operation that creates a myriad of  objets d’art and 

bespoke pieces coveted by collectors the world over. The eye-catching, creamy veneers created with thousands 

of  shards of  ostrich eggshell – Avoova’s hallmark – are testament to artistic curiosity melded with the beauty of  

nature. Avoova sources eggshell from reputable, local ostrich breeders from hatched or unfertilized eggs; a process 

that is both sustainable and environmentally friendly. Each piece is carefully handcrafted by a team of  skilled 

artisans who work the shards of  shell into a myriad of  textures, colors and patterns. Avoova pieces can today be 

found in luxury resorts, as custom bars and facades on mega-yachts, and in stylish luxury homes around the globe.

KANJU CURATED 

MALAWI CANE

WIID DESIGNS 

KLAYLIFE 
KLAYLIFE create handcrafted, dip-dyed beaded lighting that elevates a traditional material through a 

sophisticated play of  contemporary shapes and color schemes with touches of  old school elegance. Drawing on 

African heritage and craftsmanship, the talented women of  klaylife, from their studio in Kwazulu-Natal, South 

Africa, hand roll each individual bead from raw clay. The beads are then sun dried, kiln fired and dip-dyed and 

masterfully strung onto their iron frames in a unique myriad of  shapes with varying details and accents. This 

handcraft process ensures that no two pieces will ever be identical, and enables klaylife to create fully custom 

pieces for a wide range of  spaces and styles. 

The classic, widely recognized Malawi Chair has become a design icon around the world as a stunning, unique, 

timeless piece of  furniture that perfectly embodies the elegant soul of  “perfectly imperfect” craftsmanship. Now, 

in addition to the iconic Chair, a wide range of  seating, tables and other unique pieces are available in various 

styles, all made with the same process as the original chairs. Craftspeople in Malawi expertly weave every piece 

of  Malawi Cane furniture, from the hand-whittled blue gum tree wood frame of  to the woven overlays in bamboo 

or eucalyptus, to the final optional paint finish or brass or copper legs. 

With the desire to specialize in alternative natural mediums such as cork, porcelain, reclaimed timbers and 

hand mixed concretes, artist Laurie Wiid van Heerden’s passion for minimalist materials comes from wanting to 

explore past iterations of  luxury as well as what we will consider luxurious in the future. Wiid creates exquisite, 

timeless designs which are sold for limited periods. Often taking inspiration from the mid-Century Modern 

looks of  the 1950s and 60s, Wiid has a softer, modern interpretation of  this aesthetic that celebrates sustainable 

processes and allows the materials to be the stars of  his designs.

CORAL & HIVE have developed a vast, contemporary rug collection focused on the use of  the purest and most 

luxurious natural fibers native to southern Africa. Hand spun and handwoven by a group of  master weavers on 

large hand looms, Coral & Hive artisans use soft, durable Karakul wool, luscious, silky mohair and 100% jersey 

cotton to create a myriad of  sophisticated patterns and color combinations, drawing inspiration from geometric 

and abstract landscape and nature themes. kanju has co-developed a number of  beautiful contemporary patterns 

based on traditional African basketry and textile design, and rugs can be fully customized in size, color and design.

INDIGENUS design and manufacture beautiful, durable architectural planters developed to uplift and enhance 

residential, hospitality and corporate environments. Our original and unique contemporary designs are generated 

in collaboration with leading designers, architects, and artists who have a deep appreciation of  the scenic quality 

of  creative planting. The designers understand the impact great sculptural planters can have on an architectural 

site or landscape. Founded by committed design entrepreneur Peter van der Post in South Africa in 2014, Indigenus 

has quickly grown to become a much lauded and high demand brand worldwide by following van der Post’s simple 

but strict philosophy that each and every planter designed should be “extraordinary, intelligent, and enduring.”

OUR BRANDS

KANJU hand selects a wide variety of  bespoke artisan décor and furniture that add a deeply memorable and 

exclusive element to the brand and affords clients the opportunity to create truly unique interiors filled with 

collectible pieces. Kanju personnel travel to the African continent several times each year to uncover special new 

pieces, both vintage and contemporary, and to ensure that each unique item is authentic, ethically sourced and of  

the highest quality. In addition to kanju’s incredible inventory of  pieces, we also accept the challenge of  curating 

particular requests for our clients during our travels and through our network of  trusted traders in multiple 

countries. We believe in making the statement piece seamless and the extraordinary attainable, all by providing 

our clients with velvet rope access to some of  the most unique collections and creators from some of  the most 

remote locations in the world. 
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HOSPITALITY AND WHOLESALE ORDERINGPRODUCT DIRECTORY

Inside Cover/Page 2: Wiid Cork Stools; Wiid 

Cork & Concrete Swivel Stool; Kanju Curated 

Tamarind Donut Side Tables; Wiid Cork & 

Steel Counter and Bar Stools

 

Pages 3-4: Malawi Cane Heritage Chairs; 

Malawi Cane Heritage Loveseat; Malawi 

Heritage Square Coffee Table; Hand Felted 

Adire Ukhamba and Nesting Bowls; Adire 

Felted Throw; Kanju Curated Lozi Bowls; 

Indigenus Soma Table Top Planter; Wiid 

Ceramics and Glassware 

 

Pages 5-6: Indigenus Soma Planters; Wiid 

Upholstered Bench; Kanju Curated Lozi Bowls; 

Zambezi Baskets; Wiid Ceramics

 

Pages 7-8: Wiid Cork Stools; Wiid Ceramics; 

Wiid Terrazzo Bench; Malawi Cane Heritage 

Chairs 

 

Pages 9-10: Ilala Garlic Gourd Baskets; Buhera 

Cane Baskets 

 

Pages 11-12: Klaylife L.I.M Chandelier; Coral 

& Hive Rugs Karakul and Mohair Rugs 

 

Pages 13-14: Wiid Low Cork Cocktail Table; 

Wiid Cork Stool; Wiid Timber Tortoise Shell 

and Cork Hyena Skull collectibles;  Coral & 

Hive Karakul and Mohair Rugs; Buhera Cane 

Baskets and Binga Flatwoven Basket

 

Pages 15-16: Kanju Curated Zulu Decorative 

Shield; Indigenus Terra Planter; Indigenus 

Soma Table Top Planter; Kanju Curated 

Mango Slice Coffee Table; Indigenus Tuber 

Planter

 

Pages 17-18: Indigenus Steen Planters; Kanju 

Curated Dogon Feminine Sculpture and 

Umlimi Vintage Plow Sculpture; Wiid Cork & 

Concrete Swivel Bar Stools

 

Pages 19-20: Wiid Cork Pendants; Indigenus 

Terra Planters

Pages 21-22: Hand Felted Linear and Chunky 

Stripe Pillows; Felted Fine Line Throw; kanju 

Curated Mossi Embroidered Textile; Wiid Cork 

Pendant; Wiid Cork Stool; Ilala Garlic Gourd 

Baskets

 

Pages 23-24: Indigenus Soma Table Top 

Planter; Wiid Ceramics; Wiid Cork & Steel 

Counter/Bar Stool; Avoova Organic Ostrich 

Eggshell Coffee Table; Hand Felted Wool 

Eclipse Vase and Ukhamba Bowl

 

Pages 25-26: Buhera Cane Basket; Wiid 

Reclaimed Timber Bench

 

Pages 27-28: Vintage Moroccan Rug; Wiid 

Cork Stool; Kanju Curated Vintage Moroccan 

Leather Pouf  and West African Textile; Coral & 

Hive Karakul and Mohair Rugs

 

Pages 29-30: Hand rolled bead from Klaylife 

Lighting; Indigenus Bhaca Planters

 

Pages 31-32: Wiid Ceramics; kanju Curated 

Benin Brass Warriors, Lidded Lozi Bowls, 

Elephant Lozi Stool, Benin Bronze Bangle and 

Tuareg Brass Giraffe; Indigenus Soma Table 

Top Planters; Hand Felted Ghana Basket, 

Nesting and Ukhamba Bowls; Wiid Cork 

Carved Hyena Skull; Wonky Metabele Basket; 

Buhera Cane Baskets 

 

Pages 33-34: Tuareg Brass Giraffes; Hand 

Felted Ukhamba Bowls; Benin Bronze Bangles; 

Kanju Curated Vintage printing blocks; Benin 

Bronze Warriors; Wiid Timber Tortoise Shell; 

Lidded Lozi Bowls; Wiid Ceramics; Elephant 

Lozi Stool; Wiid Cork Hyena Skull; Avoova 

Ostrich Eggshell Collectible Mosaic Cow Skull; 

Avoova Ostrich Eggshell Jeweled Kudu Horn 

 

Pages 35-36: Klaylife Dome Ombre Chandelier

 

Pages 37-38: Indigenus Soma Slim Cork Top 

Planters; Felted Fine Line Throw; Contemporary 

Mud Cloth Pillows; Avoova Ostrich Eggshell 

Nested Tables; Wiid Glassware; Hand Felted 

Layered Pillows; Ostrich Eggshell Star Side 

Tables; Coral & Hive Berber Karakul Rug; 

kanju Curated Bead Necklace, Kwele Antelope 

Mask, and Mud Cloth Throw; Zambezi baskets 

and kanju Curated pieces in background 

display cabinet

 

Pages 39-40: Klaylife Sphere Table Lamps; 

Klaylife Ornate Chandelier

 

Pages 41-42: Wiid Glassware; Malawi Cane 

Heritage Chairs; Contemporary Mudcloth 

Pillows; Indigenus Soma Slim Cork Top 

Planters; Hand Felted Ukhamba Bowl; kanju 

Curated Brass Serving Tray

 

Pages 43-44: Wiid Terrazzo Bench; Coral & 

Hive Berber Karakul Rug; Indigenus Bhaca 

Planter (partially shown); various kanju 

Curated and other accessories (see pp.30-33 

for details); Wiid Cork Stools; Avoova Ostrich 

Eggshell Mosaic Decorative Sculptures; Mango 

Slice Coffee Table with Wiid Ceramic and 

Tikar Beaded Bangle; Wiid Jarrah Timber 

Entry Bench; Hand Felted Eclipse Vase; Wiid 

Ceramics; Hand Felted Fine Line Throw; 

Felted Chunky Stripe and Linear Pillows 

 

Pages 45-46: The making of  Coral & Hive Rugs, 

Likoma Clay Bead Chandelier, and Indigenus 

Planter Wood Tops

 

Page 52:  Various kanju Curated Bamileke and 

Slice Tables; Wiid Ceramic Side Table; Avoova 

Star Side Table; Coral & Hive Karakul Rugs

 

Pages 55/back Inside Cover: Hand Felted 

Layered Pillows; kanju Curated Moroccan 

Vintage Wedding Pillows; klaylife L.I.M. 

Chandelier; Malawi Cane Round Side Tables; 

kanju Curated Vintage Moroccan Rug; Wiid 

Cork Stool; Wiid Ceramics; Indigenus Tuber 

Concrete Planter

Kanju Interiors has programs and pricing in place to cater to the hospitality and commercial interiors industries, including highly customized and large 

volume orders. Via our website, designers and design firms may enlist in our Trade Program and submit supporting documentation for our database, after 

which they will be provided access to our exclusive digital library of  installation images, specification sheets, and trade pricing information. 

Please contact sales@kanjuinteriors.com for trade inquiries and to find your nearest representative. For orders outside of  the United States and Mexico, 

ex-Africa pricing and direct shipping can be arranged. 

Many of  kanju’s collections are available at Wholesale to accredited clients selling product through an established retail store, e-commerce site or design 

showroom/distributor. 

To inquire about becoming a kanju showroom supplier or stockist, including for Our Brands listed on the previous pages, please contact us at info@

kanjuinteriors.com or via online request on our website, and a kanju wholesale manager will respond to your inquiry. 

Although specific logistics information can vary quite a bit between product lines, collections, and order sizes, and kanju does maintain some stock in the 

United States available for immediate order, for our Trade and Wholesale clients placing production orders, our typical terms and common Q&As are as 

follows: 

     Lead times average between 8-16 weeks, depending on order size and level of  customization required

     International freight is included in pricing for all standard orders to the United States (there may be exceptions for rush orders)

     Kanju keeps limited quantities of  stock on ground in the United States for some items. Please inquire.

     The majority of  kanju brands and collections allow for heavy customization via multiple sizes and finish options at no additional cost. Fully custom 

     options are also available; please inquire for custom quotes. 
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CREATIVELY CURATED
With enormous skies and endless landscapes, Africa is a majestic continent with an inherent, grounding beauty that is enjoyed by all who are 

fortunate enough to venture through it. Partnering with some of  the most renowned brands, artists and artisan groups across Africa, kanju 

illuminates a contemporary African vernacular, expressed through thoughtfully constructed and distinctively designed collections, limited 

edition series, and custom creations. Join us as we immerse ourselves in the luxuriousness of  rich landscapes, natural materials, and elevated 

handcraft to bring the majesty and creative spirit of  Africa to interior spaces worldwide.

kanjuinteriors.com

@kanjuinteriors

sales@kanjuinteriors.com

SHOWROOM 

 154 Glass Street Suite 102, 

Dallas, Texas 75207

Tel: +1 214-453-1270 
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